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The Arising
Think of an atom as the continuous and dynamic unfolding of form manifestation. The
movement is from formless to form; the space-bound end result is a balanced electromagnetic
white vortex representing duality. The atomic components are best thought of as gradient
analog zones of increasingly more established dimensional manifestation. From the void there
is a stirring, a perturbation, a driving force of subtle converging vibrations much like a musical
chord. There is a peak of sorts, a crescendo - the catalyst for the stages of manifestation.
Charge is born, which implies space, direction and creativity.

We like to think of the atomic components as particles, as separate and measurable entities. In
reality there is a chain of interdependency that must be acknowledged. The divisions between
subatomic particles are not so clear. One small change in the dependency chain affects all the
components.

As a quick re-cap, the coherent field is generating subtle vibrations to provide form
manifestation. This includes the creation of dimensions, universes (spacetime), and matter. The
ether is the interface enabling this mechanism. Just between the ether and any dimension is a
thin etheric layer responsible for force manifestation; this is where atomic energetic structures
reside. The energetic structure is the first atomic component. As an example, the oxygen atom
is used below to depict its etheric origins of influence.



Energetic Structures
Each of us as humans have an energetic body; the subtle energy body which supports the
physical body. Planet Earth has an energetic structure. The form follows the formless, or at least
the less formed. Our etheric energy bodies are the bridge between consciousness and biology,
the interface. Atomic energetic structures perform a similar role - they are the interface between
the ether and matter. They intake subtle etheric scalar threads of vibration from the coherent
field; they output a formulated stream of filtered vibration for atomic emergence.

There are five shapes, five energetic structures, which are the etheric foundation to every
element. Each element is represented by one of these shapes – it is the unique combination of
size, shape and speed of rotation that dictates the atomic manifestation.

Double ovoid Single ovoid Ovoid Sphere Oblate

For example, the elements hydrogen, oxygen, iron and copper all arise from the atomic
energetic structure “double ovoid”. In the case of hydrogen, the double ovoid is smaller, and
spins more slowly. In order to give rise to oxygen, the double ovoid is a bit larger, and spins
faster. For iron, this is more pronounced, and so on.1

1 For a more complete list of atomic energetic structures refer to the appendix.



Subtle vibrations are driven up into the ether. When these vibrations converge in the proper
consonant fashion the respective atom is manifest. This mechanism implies all form is
continually being upheld in a dynamic process. There is a continuous connection of ancestry.
Additionally, there is a natural ratio adhered to between the earth and the elements, held in the
atomic energetic structures. The gravity of the Earth, as well as its mass, diameter and spin rate
provide each energetic structure with the blueprint for atomic manifestation - much like a fractal
harmonic. This will be discussed in more detail in chapter 4, “Atomic Lexicon - M Series”.


